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NARRATIVE METHODS 
FOR THE HUMAN 
SCIENCES
Catherine Kohler Riessman

Catherine Kohler Riessman provides a lively 
overview of qualitative research based on 
interpreting stories. Designed to improve 
research practice, it provides detailed 
discussions of different analytic methods.

Subject: Case Study & Narrative Analysis
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9780761929987 • 264pp

1st edition • Dec-2007 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

DOING ACTION 
RESEARCH IN YOUR OWN 
ORGANIZATION
David Coghlan

Concise and unintimidating, the fifth edition 
of this bestselling book is the only pragmatic, 
quick-start guide to the main theories, issues, 
and approaches to insider action research.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Action Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526458827 • 240pp

5th edition • Apr-2019 • £29.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

ACTION RESEARCH
Ernest T. Stringer

This book provides clear guidelines to enable 
novice practitioner researchers to move 
comfortably through a process of inquiry 
that provides effective solutions to problems 
in their work lives, whether the setting is in 
education, health, social work, or business.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate and 
graduate students in Education and across the 
Social Sciences

Subject: Action Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781452205083 • 328pp

4th edition • Jun-2013 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

HOW TO DO YOUR  
CASE STUDY
Gary Thomas

Focusing on vital issues like validity, reliability 
and quality in research, this guide helps 
you ensure that your case study research is 
rigorous and methodologically sound. Gary 
Thomas’ warm and friendly style takes you 
through the process of designing, conducting 
and writing up a research project using case 
study methods, covering each step at a 
confidence-building pace which helps you get 
to grips with the theory and practice involved.

Readership: Advancing undergraduates looking for guidance with case 
study research, or potentially early postgraduate students undertaking case 
study research for the first time.

Subject: Case Study & Narrative Analysis
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529704952 • 320pp

3rd edition • Mar-2021 • £31.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

CASE STUDY RESEARCH
What, Why and How?

Peter Swanborn

Helping readers to fully understand the ins 
and outs of case study research, this book 
examines the many aspects of case study 
methodology.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate and 
postgraduate students in sociology, political 
science, organizational science and public 
policy

Subject: Case Study & Narrative Analysis
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781849206129 • 192pp

1st edition • Jul-2010 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

CASE STUDY RESEARCH 
AND APPLICATIONS
Design and Methods

Robert K. Yin

The Sixth Edition of Robert K. Yin’s bestseller 
provides a complete portal to the world of 
case study research.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social and behavioural sciences

Subject: Case Study & Narrative Analysis
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781506336169 • 352pp

6th edition • Nov-2017 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc
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DOING QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCH IN A DIGITAL 
WORLD
Trena M. Paulus, Jessica N. Lester

While some qualitative methods texts touch 
upon online communities as a potential data 
source, show how to conduct interviews 
and focus groups online, or select recording 
devices and analysis software, no book to 
date has guided readers in the creation of 
a comprehensive digital workflow for their 
research. By working through each chapter 
in this book, readers will be able to generate a unique digital workflow for 
designing and implementing their research.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544321585 • 392pp

1st edition • May-2021 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

THE SAGE HANDBOOK 
OF VISUAL RESEARCH 
METHODS
Luc Pauwels, Dawn Mannay

The second, thoroughly revised and 
expanded, edition of The SAGE Handbook of 
Visual Research Methods presents a wide-
ranging exploration and overview of visual 
research methods today, aiming to exemplify 
diversity and contradictions in perspectives 
and techniques.

Readership: Social science researchers

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: College Handbooks

Hardcover • 9781473978003 • 776pp

2nd edition • Jan-2020 • £120

SAGE Publications Ltd

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Uwe Flick

The definitive guide to the full qualitative 
research process, from design to 
dissemination, this is everything you need 
to understand how good quality research is 
produced, and how to find, use and enrich 
your own work with it.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526445650 • 696pp

6th edition • Jan-2019 • £33.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

BASICS OF QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCH
Techniques and Procedures for 
Developing Grounded Theory

Juliet Corbin, DNSc, Anselm Strauss

The bestseller continues to offer immensely 
practical advice and technical expertise to 
aid researchers in making sense of their 
collected data.

Readership: Students across the social 
sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781412997461 • 456pp

4th edition • Dec-2014 • £46.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

CONSTRUCTING 
GROUNDED THEORY
Kathleen C. Charmaz

Presenting readers with a reflective view 
of Grounded Theory from a constructivist 
perspective, this Second Edition continues to 
expertly introduce key debates in the field.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9780857029140 • 416pp

2nd edition • Apr-2014 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCH
David Silverman

Accessible, practical, and packed with 
indispensable advice, this bestselling textbook 
is the perfect hands-on guide for any student 
embarking on their own research that now 
comes with an interactive field guide.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback & Interactive eBook • 9781526441614 • 592pp

5th edition • Jan-2018 • £33.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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ANALYZING AND 
INTERPRETING 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
After the Interview

Charles Francis Vanover, Paul A. Mihas, 
Johnny Saldana

Drawing on the expertise of major names in 
the field, this text provides comprehensive 
coverage of the key methods for analyzing, 
interpreting, and writing up qualitative 
research in a single volume.

Subject: Qualitative Data Analysis
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544395876 • 376pp

1st edition • Jul-2021 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

ANALYZING  
QUALITATIVE DATA
Graham Gibbs

This book offers students and researchers a 
hands-on guide to the practicalities of coding, 
comparing data, and using computer-assisted 
qualitative data analysis.

Readership: Upper level undergraduate 
and postgraduate students and academic 
researchers across the social sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Academic

Paperback • 9781473915817 • 232pp

2nd edition • Oct-2018 • £26.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING INTERVIEWS
Svend Brinkmann, Steinar Kvale

A concise introduction to the richness and 
scope of interviewing in social science 
research, teaching the craft of interview 
research with practical, hands-on guidance.

Readership: Upper level undergraduate 
and postgraduate students and academic 
researchers across the social sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Academic

Paperback • 9781473912953 • 208pp

2nd edition • Oct-2018 • £26.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

INTERPRETATIVE 
PHENOMENOLOGICAL 
ANALYSIS
Theory, Method and Research

Jonathan A. Smith, Paul Flowers,  
Michael Larkin

Interpretative phenomenological analysis is an 
increasingly popular approach to qualitative 
inquiry. This book is both a comprehensive 
guide and source book for the method.

Readership: Students and researchers in psychology and related 
disciplines in the health and social sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Academic

Paperback • 9781412908344 • 232pp

1st edition • Jun-2009 • £35.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE CONTENT 
ANALYSIS IN PRACTICE
Margrit Schreier

The first book on the market giving step-
by-step guidance to students on how to do 
qualitative content analysis.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate, 
masters and doctoral students as well as 
researchers across the social sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Academic

Paperback • 9781849205931 • 280pp

1st edition • Mar-2012 • £38.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Norman K. Denzin, Yvonna S. Lincoln

The new Fifth Edition of The SAGE Handbook 
of Qualitative Research has been significantly 
revised, and draws together a team of leading 
scholars to present the latest in the theory and 
practice of qualitative research.

Readership: Academics and researchers in 
qualitative research and research methods

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: College Handbooks

Hardcover • 9781483349800 • 992pp

5th edition • Feb-2017 • £140

SAGE Publications, Inc
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HANDLING QUALITATIVE 
DATA
A Practical Guide

Lyn Richards

This updated edition offers a practical step-
by-step guide to understanding, working with 
and presenting both primary and secondary 
qualitative data, thereby equipping students 
with a toolkit that they can apply to data in 
any context.

Readership: Undergraduate and postgraduate 
students learning how to carry out qualitative-based research and use 
qualitative data.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526490773 • 336pp

4th edition • Dec-2020 • £31.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING VISUAL 
ETHNOGRAPHY
Sarah Pink

An unrivalled exploration of what visual 
ethnography is and what it should be, this 
book maintains a fine balance between theory 
and practice. The author provides up-to-date 
digital and technological topics in this 4th 
edition; offering clear, relevant guidance on 
the approaches that contemporary students 
want to understand and the tools they want 
to use.

Readership: Students at all levels undertaking visual ethnographic 
research on its own, or as part of a wider qualitative project, particularly in 
fields such as anthropology or human geography.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529717662 • 304pp

4th edition • Jan-2021 • £31.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

INTERPRETING 
QUALITATIVE DATA
David Silverman

Now with entertaining and inspiring 
videos from the author and a wealth of 
online resources to support the text the 
approachable, clear and friendly Sixth Edition 
of David Silverman’s classic text equips 
students with the tools to tackle key issues 
faced by qualitative researchers and establish 
good practice in their own research.

Readership: Students and researchers 
across the social sciences undertaking a qualitative research project or 
undertaking a qualitative research module for the first time.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526467249 • 568pp

6th edition • Dec-2019 • £31.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

INTERPRETING 
QUALITATIVE DATA
David Silverman

In this fifth edition of his field-defining text, 
David Silverman, a true guru of qualitative 
research, walks the reader through the 
basics of gathering and analyzing qualitative 
data offering beginners unrivalled hands-on 
guidance to help them get the best out of a 
research methods course or research project.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446295434 • 520pp

5th edition • Feb-2015 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE 
DATA ANALYSIS - 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
EDITION
A Methods Sourcebook

Matthew B. Miles, A. Michael Huberman, 
Johnny Saldana

In this fourth edition, the authors present the 
fundamentals of research design and data 
management with five distinct methods of 
analysis: exploring, describing, ordering, explaining and predicting.

Readership: Graduate students and established scholars from all 
disciplines will find this resource an innovative compendium of ideas for the 
representation and presentation of qualitative data.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544371856

4th edition • Jan-2019 • £65

SAGE Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE DATA 
ANALYSIS WITH ATLAS.TI
Susanne Friese

Now updated to cover latest versions and 
featuring instructions for both Mac and 
Windows users, this book is still the go-to 
source of support for getting to grips with 
qualitative data analysis using ATLAS.ti.

Readership: Qualitative data researchers and 
upper undergraduates and postgrads

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526458926 • 344pp

3rd edition • Apr-2019 • £33.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Bridging the Conceptual, Theoretical, 
and Methodological

Sharon M. Ravitch,  
Nicole C. Mittenfelner Carl

The second edition of Qualitative 
Research focuses on cultivating and 
bridging theoretical, methodological, and 
conceptual aspects to provide insight into 
their interactions in qualitative research. 
This comprehensive text helps students 
understand the central concepts, topics, and 
skills necessary to engage in rigorous, valid, 
and respectful qualitative research.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544333816 • 624pp

2nd edition • Jan-2020 • £65

SAGE Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE INQUIRY 
AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
(INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENT EDITION)
Choosing Among Five Approaches

John Ward Creswell, Cheryl N. Poth

This bestseller explores the principles of each 
of five qualitative inquiry traditions: narrative 
research, phenomenology, grounded theory, 
ethnography and case study. The Fourth 
Edition features more visual representations of the five approaches.

Subject: Qualitative Research

Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506361178 • 488pp

4th edition • Apr-2017 • £62

SAGE Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE DATA 
ANALYSIS WITH NVIVO
Kristi Jackson, Pat Bazeley

Practical, focused and jargon-free this book 
shows you the power and potential of NVivo 
software across a wide range of research 
questions, data types, perspectives and 
methodologies.

Readership: Researchers, upper level UGs 
and PGs using NVivo in research projects

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526449948 • 376pp

3rd edition • May-2019 • £31.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
David Silverman

Full of practical tips, exercises and 
summaries, this book continues to be a 
masterclass in qualitative research for 
students and researchers across the social 
sciences and beyond.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529712971 • 520pp

5th edition • Dec-2020 • £35.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
David Silverman

With practical tips, summaries, exercises 
and further reading, each chapter is like 
a masterclass from a leading scholar in 
qualitative research.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473916579 • 480pp

4th edition • Jun-2016 • £33.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE  
RESEARCH METHODS
Monique Hennink, Inge Hutter, Ajay Bailey

From selecting appropriate methods to 
publishing your findings, this second edition 
offers a multidisciplinary introduction to the 
qualitative research process built around 
the authors’ Qualitative Research Cycle - 
consisting of the design, data collection and 
analytic cycles.

Readership: Social science students doing 
qualitative research projects

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473903913 • 376pp

2nd edition • Feb-2020 • £33.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
PRACTICE
A Guide for Social Science Students 

and Researchers

Jane Ritchie, Jane Lewis, Carol 
McNaughton Nicholls, Rachel Ormston

A qualitative research book for the ‘doers’, 
this text provides really practical coverage for 
those that are undertaking research in real-
world contexts.

Readership: Students, practitioners and 
researchers in the social sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446209127 • 456pp

2nd edition • Dec-2013 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCHING
Jennifer Mason

The third edition of this bestselling text 
guides students and researchers through 
the process of doing qualitative research, 
clearly explaining how different theoretical 
approaches inform what you do in practice.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473912182 • 288pp

3rd edition • Jan-2018 • £31.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

THE CODING MANUAL 
FOR QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCHERS
Johnny Saldana

This invaluable manual from world-renowned 
expert Johnny Saldana illuminates the process 
of qualitative coding and provides clear, 
insightful guidance for qualitative researchers 
at all levels.

Readership: Students at all levels working 
with qualitative data as part of research 
projects, dissertations and assignments

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529731743 • 440pp

4th edition • Mar-2021 • £31.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

THE CODING MANUAL 
FOR QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCHERS
Johnny Saldana

Systematically introducing readers to over 30 
coding techniques, this new edition is now 
supported by a brand new website with links 
to videos, example of approaches in action 
and downloadable transcripts with which to 
practice, making this book indispensable for 
all those doing qualitative research.

Readership: Students and researchers across the social sciences

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473902497 • 368pp

3rd edition • Dec-2015 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

ANALYSIS IN QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCH
Hennie R Boeije

This book positions qualitative analysis as an 
ongoing process occurring over the life cycle 
of a project. It pays attention to the research 
proposal and the decisions taken early on 
in the research design that influence the 
analysis, such as the use of theory, sampling 
and data collection.

Readership: Third-year undergraduate 
students, masters students, postgraduate 
students and anybody beginning a research project

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781847870070 • 240pp

1st edition • Nov-2009 • £35.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE 
INTERVIEWING
The Art of Hearing Data

Herbert J. Rubin, Irene S. Rubin

Assuming no prior knowledge, this text 
takes readers through the entire process of 
qualitative interviewing in a reassuring and 
accessible way.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781412978378 • 288pp

3rd edition • Oct-2011 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc
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THE SAGE QUANTITATIVE 
RESEARCH KIT
Malcolm Williams, Richard D. Wiggins, 
Betsy McCoach

From survey research to multilevel modeling, 
the books featured in this kit provide clear, 
concise and digestible explanations of the key 
theories, methods and techniques relevant 
to quantitative research today. Curated and 
written by leading academics in the field, they 
offer practical, hands-on guidance on how to 
conduct your research project and make the 
most out of your findings, in turn giving you 
the confidence needed to succeed.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: College Handbooks

Bundle • 9781473977877

1st edition • May-2021 • £275

SAGE Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
DESIGN
An Interactive Approach

Joseph A. Maxwell

The Third Edition presents an approach to 
qualitative research design that both captures 
what researchers really do and provides 
step-by-step support and guidance for those 
embarking for the first time on designing a 
qualitative study.

Subject: Qualitative Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781412981194 • 232pp

3rd edition • Jun-2012 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

AN ADVENTURE IN 
STATISTICS
The Reality Enigma

Andy Field

Once again, bestselling author and award-
winning teacher Andy Field hasn’t just broken 
the traditional textbook mould with his new 
novel/textbook, he has forged the only 
statistics book on the market with a terrifying 
probability bridge, zombies and a talking cat!

Readership: Students across the social 
sciences on their first statistics module

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446210451 • 768pp

1st edition • May-2016 • £35.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

APPLIED STATISTICS 
USING STATA
A Guide for the Social Sciences

Mehmet Mehmetoglu, Tor Georg Jakobsen

Assiduously combining theory with plenty of 
practical, technical advice - and accompanied 
by original case studies and data sets - 
this book makes sure that students both 
understand Stata and know exactly what to 
do to make it meet their needs.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate and 
postgraduate students across the social sciences

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473913233 • 376pp

1st edition • Dec-2016 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

BEGINNING STATISTICS
An Introduction for Social Scientists

Liam Foster, Ian Diamond, Julie Banton

With an emphasis on describing concepts, 
showing through example and illustrating 
points with graphs and displays, this book 
provides readers with a step-by-step 
introduction to using statistics.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446280706 • 304pp

2nd edition • Dec-2014 • £33.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DISCOVERING STATISTICS 
USING IBM SPSS 
STATISTICS
Andy Field

Unrivalled in the way it makes the teaching 
of statistics through the use of IBM SPSS 
statistics compelling and accessible to even 
the most anxious of students. The only 
statistics textbook you and your students will 
ever need just got better!

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social and behavioural sciences

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526419521 • 1104pp

5th edition • Jan-2018 • £49.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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HOW TO MAKE SENSE  
OF STATISTICS
Stephen Gorard

In a new textbook designed for students new 
to statistics and social data, Gorard focuses 
on non-inferential statistics as a basis to 
provide readers with fundamental statistical 
literacy. Assuming no previous statistical 
knowledge, the author demystifies the subject 
in an engaging and approachable style.

Readership: Students who are unfamiliar with 
statistical mathematics integral to their course

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526413826 • 320pp

1st edition • Mar-2021 • £26.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

GENERALIZING THE 
REGRESSION MODEL
Techniques for Longitudinal and 
Contextual Analysis

Blair Wheaton, Marisa Young

This comprehensive text introduces 
regression, the general linear model, structural 
equation modeling, the hierarchical linear 
model, growth curve models, panel data, 
and event history models, and includes 
discussion of published implementations of 
each technique showing how it was used to 
address substantive and interesting research questions. It takes a step-
by-step approach in the presentation of each topic, using mathematical 
derivations where necessary, but primarily emphasizing how the methods 
involved can be implemented, are used in addressing representative 
substantive problems than span a number of disciplines, and can be 
interpreted in words. The book demonstrates the analyses in STATA  
and SAS.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506342092 • 688pp

1st edition • Mar-2021 • £95.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

DISCOVERING STATISTICS 
USING IBM SPSS 
STATISTICS
Andy Field

Unrivalled in the way it makes the teaching 
of statistics through the use of IBM SPSS 
statistics compelling and accessible to even 
the most anxious of students. The only 
statistics textbook you and your students will 
ever need just got better!

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social and behavioural sciences

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback & eBook (Slimpack) • 9781526445766 • 1104pp

5th edition • Jan-2018 • £54

SAGE Publications Ltd

DISCOVERING STATISTICS 
USING R
Andy Field, Jeremy Miles, Zoe Field

The R version of Andy Field’s hugely popular 
Discovering Statistics Using SPSS takes 
students on a journey of statistical discovery 
using the freeware R - a free, flexible and 
dynamically changing software tool for data 
analysis that is becoming increasingly popular 
across the social and behavioural sciences.

Readership: Students across the social and 
behavioural sciences

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446200469 • 992pp

1st edition • Apr-2012 • £58

SAGE Publications Ltd

STATISTICS FOR PEOPLE 
WHO (THINK THEY) 
HATE STATISTICS - 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
EDITION
Neil Joseph Salkind, Bruce B. Frey

With new co-author Bruce B. Frey, this 
seventh edition of the bestselling Statistics 
for People Who (Think They) Hate Statistics 
teaches an often intimidating and difficult 
subject in a way that is informative, personable, and clear.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback & Interactive eBook • 9781544387604

7th edition • Sep-2019 • £67

SAGE Publications, Inc

STATISTICS FOR PEOPLE 
WHO (THINK THEY) 
HATE STATISTICS 
(INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENT EDITION)
Neil Joseph Salkind

Help your students succeed in statistics with 
this easy-to-understand and informative 
bestseller! The Sixth Edition of Neil J. 
Salkind’s best-selling Statistics for People 
Who (Think They) Hate Statistics (International Student Edition) promises to 
ease student anxiety around an often intimidating subject with a humorous, 
personable, and informative approach.

Readership: Students across the social and behavioural sciences

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506361161 • 552pp

6th edition • Oct-2016 • £67

SAGE Publications, Inc
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STUDY GUIDE FOR 
PSYCHOLOGY TO 
ACCOMPANY SALKIND 
AND FREY’S STATISTICS 
FOR PEOPLE WHO (THINK 
THEY) HATE STATISTICS
Neil Joseph Salkind, Bruce B. Frey,  
Ryan Jeffrey Winter

This Study Guide for introductory statistics 
courses in psychology departments is designed to accompany Neil J. 
Salkind and Bruce B. Frey’s best-selling Statistics for People Who (Think 
They) Hate Statistics, Seventh Edition. This new edition includes extra 
exercises, activities; and true/false, multiple choice questions, and essay 
questions (with answers to all questions) with psychology-specific content 
to help further student mastery of text concepts. 

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781544395920 • 208pp

7th edition • Sep-2019 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

STUDY GUIDE FOR 
HEALTH & NURSING TO 
ACCOMPANY SALKIND 
& FREY’S STATISTICS 
FOR PEOPLE WHO (THINK 
THEY) HATE STATISTICS
Neil Joseph Salkind, Bruce B. Frey,  
Michele M. Wood

This Study Guide for introductory statistics 
courses in health and nursing departments is designed to accompany 
Salkind and Frey’s Statistics for People Who (Think They) Hate Statistics, 
Seventh Edition. This new edition includes extra exercises, activities, and 
true/false, multiple choice questions, plus essay questions (with answers to 
all questions) with health-specific content to help further student mastery 
of text concepts. 

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781544395982 • 168pp

7th edition • Sep-2019 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

STATISTICS WITH R
A Beginner’s Guide

Robert Stinerock

This dynamic, student-focused textbook 
provides step-by-step instruction in the use 
of R and of statistical language as a general 
research tool.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social and behavioural sciences

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473924901 • 392pp

1st edition • Feb-2018 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

A MATHEMATICAL  
PRIMER FOR  
SOCIAL STATISTICS
John David Fox

A Mathematical Primer for Social Statistics, 
Second Edition presents mathematics central 
to learning and understanding statistical 
methods beyond the introductory level: the 
basic “language” of matrices and linear 
algebra and its visual representation, vector 
geometry; differential and integral calculus; 
probability theory; common probability 
distributions; statistical estimation and inference, including likelihood-
based and Bayesian methods. The volume concludes by applying 
mathematical concepts and operations to a familiar case, linear least-
squares regression.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781071833209 • 256pp

2nd edition • Mar-2021 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

A PRIMER ON PARTIAL 
LEAST SQUARES 
STRUCTURAL EQUATION 
MODELING (PLS-SEM)
Joseph F. Hair, Jr., G. T. Hult,  
Christian M. Ringle, Marko Sarstedt

Written with those with limited mathematical 
and statistical knowledge in mind, this concise 
and practical guide helps researchers to do 
their research in new and alternative ways.

Readership: Postgraduate students and researchers across the social 
sciences

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483377445 • 384pp

2nd edition • Apr-2016 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

MULTILEVEL ANALYSIS
An Introduction to Basic and 
Advanced Multilevel Modeling

Tom Snijders, Roel Bosker

The classic text in multilevel analysis, dealing 
with everything you need to know, has been 
hugely revised and added to and is supported 
by all the software. A must-have for modellers.

Readership: Any student, teacher or 
researcher with an interest in conducting or 
understanding multilevel analysis

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781849202015 • 368pp

2nd edition • Dec-2011 • £38.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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UNDERSTANDING 
CORRELATION MATRICES
Alexandria R. Hadd, Joseph L. Rodgers

Correlation matrices (along with their 
unstandardized counterparts, covariance 
matrices) underlie the majority the statistical 
methods that researchers use today. A 
correlation matrix is more than a matrix filled 
with correlation coefficients. The value of one 
correlation in the matrix puts constraints on 
the values of the others, and the multivariate 
implications of this statement is a major 
theme of the volume. Alexandria Hadd 
and Joseph Lee Rodgers cover many features of correlations matrices 
including statistical hypothesis tests, their role in factor analysis and 
structural equation modeling, and graphical approaches. They illustrate the 
discussion with a wide range of lively examples.

Subject: Regression & Correlation
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544341095 • 136pp

1st edition • Mar-2021 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

MULTIPLE REGRESSION
A Practical Introduction

Aki Roberts, John M. Roberts, Jr.

Multiple Regression: A Practical Introduction 
is a text for an advanced undergraduate or 
beginning graduate course in statistics for 
social science and related fields. Drawing on 
decades of teaching this material, the authors 
present the ideas in an approachable and 
nontechnical manner, with no expectation 
that readers have more than a standard 
introductory statistics course as background. 
The book includes many interesting example 
analyses and interpretations, along with exercises.

Subject: Regression & Correlation

Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544339702 • 280pp

1st edition • Mar-2021 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

USING TIME SERIES TO 
ANALYZE LONG-RANGE 
FRACTAL PATTERNS
Matthijs Koopmans

This book presents methods for describing 
and analyzing dependency and irregularity in 
long time series. Irregularity refers to cycles 
that are similar in appearance, but unlike 
seasonal patterns more familiar to social 
scientists, repeated over a time scale that is 
not fixed. Until now, the application of these 
methods has mainly involved analysis of 
dynamical systems outside of the social sciences, but this volume makes 
it possible for social scientists to explore and document fractal patterns in 
dynamical social systems.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544361420 • 120pp

1st edition • Jan-2021 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

SOCIAL NETWORK 
ANALYSIS
David H. Knoke, Song Yang

Knoke and Yang’s handy primer on social 
network analysis offers a concise introduction 
to basic network concepts, data collection, 
and network analytical methodology.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781506389318 • 200pp

3rd edition • Jan-2020 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

AN R COMPANION TO 
APPLIED REGRESSION
John David Fox, Harvey Sanford Weisberg

An R Companion to Applied Regression 
is a broad introduction to the R statistical 
computing environment in the context of 
applied regression analysis.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Regression & Correlation
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544336473 • 608pp

3rd edition • Oct-2018 • £65

SAGE Publications, Inc

APPLIED REGRESSION
An Introduction

Colin Lewis-Beck, Michael S. Lewis-Beck

Updates to this new edition include: more 
coverage of regression assumptions and 
model fit; additional material on residual 
analysis; more examples of transformations; 
and the inclusion of the measures of 
tolerance and VIF within the discussion about 
collinearity.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate 
and postgraduate students across the social 
sciences

Subject: Regression & Correlation
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483381473 • 120pp

2nd edition • Jul-2015 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc
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DESIGNING AND 
CONDUCTING MIXED 
METHODS RESEARCH
John Ward Creswell, Vicki L. Plano Clark

Combining the latest thinking about mixed 
methods research designs with practical, 
step-by-step guidance, the Third Edition now 
covers seven mixed methods designs, with 
accompanying journal articles in the back of 
the book illustrating each of these designs.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social and behavioural sciences

Subject: Research Design
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506386621 • 544pp

3rd edition • Aug-2017 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

RESEARCH DESIGN
Qualitative, Quantitative, and Mixed 
Methods Approaches

John Ward Creswell, John David Creswell

The bestseller that pioneered the comparison 
of qualitative, quantitative, and mixed 
methods research design continues in its 
Fifth Edition to help students and researchers 
prepare their plan or proposal for a scholarly 
journal article, dissertation or thesis.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social and behavioural sciences

Subject: Research Design
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506386768,

5th edition • Jan-2018 • £52

SAGE Publications, Inc

FIND THE THEORY IN 
YOUR RESEARCH
Little Quick Fix

Janet E. Salmons

This Little Quick Fix addresses one of the 
most crucial steps in any research project: 
understanding and choosing an appropriate 
theory to frame the research question.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Research Design
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781526490247 • 120pp

1st edition • Sep-2019 • £6.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

GATHER YOUR  
DATA ONLINE
Little Quick Fix

Janet E. Salmons

This quick guide will help students be 
prepared for and avoid the unique and 
complex issues that can arise when working 
with online data, enabling them to decide 
what online data is best suited to their 
research question.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Research Design
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781526490292 • 120pp

1st edition • Sep-2019 • £6.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING CRITICAL 
RESEARCH
Mats Alvesson, Stanley Deetz

Based on the seminal text from the beginning 
of the Twenty-first Century, Doing Critical 
Management Research (SAGE, 2000), 
Alvesson and Deetz have broadened their 
focus to provide an authoritative and insightful 
framework for navigating critical theories and 
methods across all of the social sciences.

Readership: Post graduate, PhD students and 
academics studying Research Methods and 
Skills across all social science disciplines.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Academic

Paperback • 9781529732177 • 232pp

1st edition • Dec-2020 • £39.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

A PRACTICAL 
INTRODUCTION TO 
SURVEY DESIGN
A Beginner’s Guide

Haydn Aarons

Through templates and real-world examples, 
this step-by-step guide clearly illustrates 
what good and bad data look like, in order to 
help students get going quickly and build an 
effective survey around a research question. 
In each chapter, survey-based challenges are 
linked to the broader research issues, maintaining the important theoretical 
context to the learning process.

Readership: Undergraduate or early postgraduate students designing 
surveys as part of a research project or dissertation.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526460301 • 360pp

1st edition • Dec-2020 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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DATA VISUALISATION
A Handbook for Data Driven Design

Andy Kirk

With over 200 images and extensive how-to 
and how-not-to examples, the new edition of 
the book The Financial Times voted one of the 
‘six best books for data geeks’ has everything 
students and scholars need to understand 
and create effective data visualisations.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526468925 • 328pp

2nd edition • Sep-2019 • £35.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

INTRODUCING RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY
Thinking Your Way Through Your 
Research Project

Uwe Flick

An encyclopedic introduction to research, 
showing students how to think about every 
stage of their project and equipping them with 
the tools they need to understand different 
research processes.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526496935 • 416pp

1st edition • Apr-2020 • £31.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY
A Step-by-Step Guide for Beginners

Ranjit Kumar

The Fifth Edition of the bestseller Research 
Methodology has reimagined, redesigned 
(now in landscape format), and fully renovated 
how a textbook can help students achieve 
success in their methods course or research 
project.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526449900 • 528pp

5th edition • Feb-2019 • £35.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

STATISTICAL METHODS 
FOR THE SOCIAL AND 
BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES
A Model-Based Approach

David B. Flora

Flora provides a comprehensive survey of the 
major statistical procedures, along with an 
innovative model-based approach, teaching 
researchers how to understand and choose 
the best model to fit their data.

Readership: Postgraduates in statistics courses, and researchers across 
social sciences, B & M, and Psychology

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446269831 • 472pp

1st edition • Jan-2018 • £41.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO 
DOING YOUR RESEARCH 
PROJECT
Zina O’Leary

In her detailed and down-to-earth style, 
Zina O’Leary sets out how to approach 
each stage of your research project; 
from choosing a research design and 
methodology to collecting and analysing 
data, then communicating your results - while 
showcasing best practice along the way.

Readership: Students across the social and behavioural sciences 
embarking on a research project.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529713466 • 448pp

4th edition • Apr-2021 • £26.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO 
DOING YOUR RESEARCH 
PROJECT
Zina O’Leary

The ultimate companion to successfully 
completing your research project. It guides 
you through a step-by-step approach to 
research and provides all of the skills and 
momentum you need to excel.

Readership: Students across the social and 
behavioural sciences embarking on a research 
project.

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473952089 • 415pp

3rd edition • May-2017 • £25.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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WORK PLACEMENTS, 
INTERNSHIPS & APPLIED 
SOCIAL RESEARCH
Jackie Carter

Practical and engaging, this book shows how 
work placements can be used to practice 
and develop your research and professional 
skills. It helps you successfully secure and 
undertake a social science work placement 
or internship, understand your role as a 
researcher and maximize the benefits of 
experiential learning.

Readership: Students undertaking a work placement or internship

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473982321 • 280pp

1st edition • May-2021 • £24.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING A LITERATURE 
REVIEW
Releasing the Research Imagination

Chris Hart

In combining a critical, philosophical approach 
with an expertly selected body of practical 
examples, the Second Edition of Chris Hart’s 
landmark text provides both the intellectual 
understanding and the technical skills required 
to produce sophisticated, robust literature 
reviews of the very highest standard.

Readership: Postgraduate researchers across the social and  
behavioural sciences

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Student Reference

Paperback & eBook (Slimpack) • 9781526475732 • 352pp

2nd edition • Mar-2018 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING A LITERATURE 
REVIEW
Releasing the Research Imagination

Chris Hart

In combining a critical, philosophical approach 
with an expertly selected body of practical 
examples, the Second Edition of Chris Hart’s 
landmark text provides both the intellectual 
understanding and the technical skills required 
to produce sophisticated, robust literature 
reviews of the very highest standard.

Readership: Postgraduate researchers across the social and behavioural 
sciences

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781526419217 • 352pp

2nd edition • Feb-2018 • £28.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

METHODOLOGICAL 
THINKING
Basic Principles of Social  
Research Design

Donileen R. Loseke

With a new discussion on the philosophy of 
science and an expanded focus on research 
ethics and sampling, this second edition 
continues to give readers an interdisciplinary 
account of the logic of social science research

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate and 
postgraduate students across the social sciences

Subject: Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781506304717 • 208pp

2nd edition • Feb-2016 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

REFLEXIVE 
METHODOLOGY
New Vistas for Qualitative Research

Mats Alvesson, Kaj Skšldberg

Building on the acclaimed and successful 
previous editions, the Third Edition provides 
further critical updates and illustrations of 
the applications of reflexive methodology in 
formulating research strategies.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Academic

Paperback • 9781473964242 • 456pp

3rd edition • Jan-2018 • £46.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

A STUDENT’S GUIDE TO 
BAYESIAN STATISTICS
Ben Lambert

Without sacrificing technical integrity for the 
sake of simplicity, the author draws upon 
accessible, student-friendly language to 
provide approachable instruction perfectly 
aimed at statistics and Bayesian newcomers.

Readership: Upper level undergrads & 
postgrads across a wide range of social 
science courses, leaning toward the hard 
sciences

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473916364 • 520pp

1st edition • Aug-2018 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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RESEARCH DESIGN IN 
SOCIAL RESEARCH
David de Vaus

This book shows social science students 
the importance of attending to design issues 
when undertaking social research, and is a 
one-stop critical guide to design in social 
research that students and researchers will 
find invaluable.

Readership: Students and beginning 
researchers across the social sciences

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9780761953470 • 296pp

1st edition • Mar-2001 • £38.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

ADVANCED REGRESSION ANALYSIS
An Introduction

Brian M. Pollins, Robert Cooper

Aimed at students who have completed basic statistical training, this book 
is the perfect gateway to help them move up to more advanced courses. 
Armed with an understanding of regression analysis, students will be ready 
to apply regression methods effectively and insightfully to any problem.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473912168 • 224pp

1st edition • Dec-2021 • £29.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING DATA SCIENCE IN R
An Introduction for Social Scientists

Mark Andrews

This approachable introduction to doing 
data science in R provides step-by-step 
advice on using data science tools and 
statistical methods to carry out data analysis. 
Introducing the fundamentals of data science 
and R before moving into more advanced 
topics like Multilevel Models and Probabilistic 
Modelling with Stan, it builds knowledge and 
skills gradually.

Readership: Students at advanced undergraduate or postgraduate level 
learning how to analyse and manage social science data using R.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526486776 • 456pp

1st edition • Apr-2021 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

HOW TO DO YOUR 
RESEARCH PROJECT
A Guide for Students

Gary Thomas

The Third Edition of this bestselling title 
continues to lead the way as an essential 
guide for anyone undertaking a research 
project in the applied social sciences.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences embarking on a research 
project.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473948877 • 360pp

3rd edition • Aug-2017 • £25.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

PROGRAMMING WITH 
PYTHON FOR SOCIAL 
SCIENTISTS
Phillip D. Brooker

Programming with Python for Social Scientists 
offers a vital foundation to one of the most 
popular programming tools in computer 
science, specifically for social science 
researchers, assuming no prior coding 
knowledge.

Readership: This is the textbook for social 
scientists looking for a complete introduction to programming with Python 
and incorporating it into their research design and analysis.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526431721 • 328pp

1st edition • Jan-2020 • £34.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

REASON & RIGOR
How Conceptual Frameworks  
Guide Research

Sharon M. Ravitch, John Matthew Riggan

With new coverage of how conceptual 
frameworks are conceptualized and 
developed and of a student’s perspective 
on the role of conceptual frameworks, this 
book presents conceptual frameworks as a 
mechanism - process and product.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate 
and postgraduate students across the social 
sciences

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781483340401 • 264pp

2nd edition • Feb-2016 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc
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SOCIAL RESEARCH 
METHODS
Qualitative, Quantitative and Mixed 
Methods Approaches

Sigmund Grønmo

With extensive visualizations, overviews, 
examples, exercises, and other learning 
features, this book begins with how to 
understand the role of good questions in 
underpinning good research designs and how 
social research can be framed as asking and 
answering questions.

Readership: Students and researchers across the social sciences

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526441249 • 592pp

1st edition • Nov-2019 • £35.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

SPATIAL STATISTICAL 
METHODS FOR 
GEOGRAPHY
Peter A. Rogerson

This accessible new textbook offers a 
straightforward introduction to doing 
spatial statistics in the context of unique 
considerations that apply with geographic 
data. Grounded in real world examples, it 
shows you how to extend traditional statistical 
methods for use with spatial data.

Readership: Geography students at all levels, alongside those from 
adjacent disciplines, looking to use spatial statistical methods as part of 
their research.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529707441 • 256pp

1st edition • Apr-2021 • £34.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

THE CRAFT OF 
QUALITATIVE 
LONGITUDINAL RESEARCH
Bren Neale

This timely book showcases the variety of 
qualitative longitudinal methods and tools 
available to researchers today. It will help 
you find, generate, and manage data from a 
variety of research tools

Readership: Students at all levels, but 
typically advanced undergraduate and 
postgraduate, looking to understand and apply qualitative longitudinal 
research techniques.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473995444 • 388pp

1st edition • Apr-2021 • £29.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

UNDERSTANDING RESEARCH FOR 
BUSINESS STUDENTS
A Complete Student’s Guide

Jonathan Wilson

Focused on guiding students through working with and understanding 
the challenges and advantages of both primary and secondary data, this 
book caters to any research project need. It has a strong focus on using 
secondary data and research, and includes work-based, team-based, 
community and multi-disciplinary projects. It also looks at employability 
and key transferable skills, as well as a dedicated chapter on and access 
to data sets.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473953574

1st edition • Nov-2021 • £44.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

USING MICROSOFT EXCEL 
FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH
Charlotte Brookfield

Packed with practical advice and real-world 
examples, this step-by-step guide is an 
accessible introduction to doing quantitative 
social research using Microsoft Excel.

Readership: Students at all levels who are 
either using Excel in their research, or need it 
to transfer their degree-based data skills into 
the corporate world.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526468338 • 208pp

1st edition • Feb-2021 • £28.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

SAGE RESEARCH 
METHODS FOUNDATIONS
Paul Atkinson, Sara Delamont,  
Alexandru Cernat, Joseph W. Sakshaug, 
Richard A. Williams

SAGE Research Methods Foundations brings 
together, over 12 volumes, authoritative 
essays and entries with comprehensive 
coverage of methods and methodologies 
across the social sciences.

Readership: SAGE Research Methods 
Foundations provides a reference resource for 
all levels across all social science disciplines, from undergraduates learning 
the concepts of research, to postgraduate students honing their skills 
and scholars and practitioners exploring cutting-edge developments and 
specialist techniques

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Reference

Hardcover • 9781473965003 • 6000pp

1st edition • Apr-2021 • £2500

SAGE Publications Ltd
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GET YOUR DATA FROM 
EXPERIMENTS
Little Quick Fix

Helen Coleman

Offering guidance on doing experiments, this 
Little Quick Fix helps students select the most 
appropriate experiment for their research, 
collect and record their data, minimise error, 
and ensure their experiment is ethical and 
reproducible.

Readership: Upper undergraduate and 
postgraduate students

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781529735925 • 128pp

1st edition • Dec-2020 • £6.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

PLAN YOUR RESEARCH 
PROJECT
Little Quick Fix

Kelly Trivedy

Guiding you through how to plan your 
research project, this Little Quick Fix covers 
everything from how to get started and the 
stages of research, to avoiding procrastination 
and staying on track.

Readership: Students across the social 
sciences undertaking a research module, 
project or dissertation.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781529741360 • 140pp

1st edition • Feb-2021 • £6.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

RESEARCH ETHICS
Little Quick Fix

Cheryl N. Poth

Ensure research is ethical with this Little Quick 
Fix. Cheryl N. Poth helps the reader to identify 
the ethical considerations of their research, 
protect the privacy of their subjects, develop 
an ethical research design and respond to 
ethical issues as they arise.

Readership: Students across the social 
sciences undertaking a research module, 
project or dissertation.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781529743678 • 136pp

1st edition • Dec-2020 • £6.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

RESEARCH SYNTHESIS 
AND META-ANALYSIS
A Step-by-Step Approach

Harris Cooper

Providing readers with an introduction to how 
to conduct a research synthesis of literature, 
this Fifth Edition has new material on the use 
of the internet and other new developments 
in technology, including new statistics for 
describing meta-analytic results.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate and 
postgraduate students across the social, behavioural, and medical sciences

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483331157 • 384pp

5th edition • Feb-2016 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS 
IN GROUNDED THEORY
Antony Bryant, Kathleen C. Charmaz

Extensively updated and with eight new 
chapters, this remains the definitive resource 
on Grounded Theory for advanced students 
and researchers across the social sciences.

Readership: This is a method-defining 
resource for advanced students and 
researchers across the social sciences.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: College Handbooks

Hardcover • 9781473970953 • 714pp

1st edition • Jun-2019 • £120

SAGE Publications Ltd

ANALYZING SOCIAL 
NETWORKS
Stephen P Borgatti, Martin G. Everett, 
Jeffrey C. Johnson

The leading guidebook for social network 
students and researchers, particularly those 
using NetDraw and UCINET data analysis 
software, now with updated tools, methods 
and statistical models.

Readership: Upper level undergraduate and 
postgraduate students in social sciences, 
media and communications. Social network 
analysis is widely taught in general research methods courses.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526404107 • 384pp

2nd edition • Feb-2018 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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BEING ETHNOGRAPHIC
A Guide to the Theory and Practice  
of Ethnography

Raymond Madden

Being Ethnographic is an essential 
introductory guidebook to the methods and 
applications of doing fieldwork in real-
world settings. It discusses the future of 
ethnography, explores how we understand 
identity, and sets out the role of technology in 
a global, networked society.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473952157 • 224pp

2nd edition • Nov-2017 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DEVELOPING EFFECTIVE 
RESEARCH PROPOSALS
Keith F Punch

With brand new chapters on ethics and mixed 
methods, this indispensable guide continues 
to provide readers with everything they need 
to develop effective and successful research 
proposals.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473916388 • 192pp

3rd edition • Apr-2016 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING DIGITAL METHODS 
PAPERBACK WITH 
INTERACTIVE EBOOK
Richard Rogers

From building a URL list to discover internet 
censorship to making Twitter API outputs 
tell stories, Doing Digital Methods teaches 
the reader how to use digital devices, search 
engines and social media platforms to study 
some of the most urgent social issues of  
our time.

Readership: Students and researchers across the social sciences.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback & Interactive eBook (Slimpack) • 9781526487995,

1st edition • Jun-2019 • £31.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING RESEARCH IN THE 
REAL WORLD
David E Gray

Guiding students through every step of the 
research process from start to finish in a 
logical way, the book takes a pragmatic, 
real-world approach to research methods that 
gives students the tools and confidence to 
carry out their own research and see its value 
outside of university.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback & Interactive eBook • 9781526418524 • 824pp

4th edition • Jan-2018 • £37.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

DOING VISUAL RESEARCH
Claudia Mitchell

Covering the full research process from 
design to dissemination, this new edition 
from internationally-renowned visual methods 
expert Claudia Mitchell includes guidance on 
maintaining ethical practice, handling visual 
data after it is collected, working with archived 
material and presenting findings to different 
audiences.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526402820,

2nd edition • Oct-2021 • £28.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

EVALUATION
A Systematic Approach

Peter Henry Rossi, Mark W. Lipsey,  
Gary T. Henry

Evaluation: A Systematic Approach is the 
bestselling comprehensive introduction to the 
field of programme evaluation.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social, behavioural and health sciences

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506386607 • 360pp

8th edition • Feb-2019 • £69

SAGE Publications, Inc
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INTERVIEWS
Learning the Craft of Qualitative 
Research Interviewing

Svend Brinkmann, Steinar Kvale

This book invites the reader on a journey 
through the landscape of interview research, 
by outlining paths that learners may follow on 
the way to their research goals, and providing 
conceptual aids and toolboxes that facilitate 
learning the craft of interviewing.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781452275727 • 424pp

3rd edition • Apr-2014 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

INTERVIEWS IN 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Nigel King, Christina Horrocks,  
Joanna Brooks

Whether students are doing interviews in their 
own research or just using other researchers’ 
data, this book tells them everything they 
need to know about designing, planning, 
conducting and analyzing quality interviews.

Readership: Upper level undergraduates 
and postgrads in social science disciplines 
undertaking their own qualitative research.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446274972 • 360pp

2nd edition • Jan-2019 • £28.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

INTRODUCTION TO  
SOCIAL RESEARCH
Quantitative and Qualitative 
Approaches

Keith F Punch

With new chapters on ethics and internet 
research, this bestselling text has been 
updated to continue to provide students with 
an invaluable and balanced introduction to the 
research process.

Readership: Students across the social 
sciences

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446240939 • 408pp

3rd edition • Dec-2013 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

METHODS OF CRITICAL 
DISCOURSE STUDIES
Ruth Wodak, Michael Meyer

Now featuring an expanded range of 
examples of critical discourse analysis 
in action, and across a wide variety of 
disciplines, and two new chapters on 
multimodality and social media, this 
book continues to provide readers with a 
sophisticated and nuanced treatment of 
discourse studies from experts in the field

Readership: Postgraduate students across 
the social sciences

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446282410 • 272pp

3rd edition • Nov-2015 • £30.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

NETNOGRAPHY
The Essential Guide to Qualitative 
Social Media Research

Robert V Kozinets

In this landmark third edition, Netnography: 
The Essential Guide provides the theoretical 
and methodological groundwork as well as the 
practical applications, helping students both 
understand and do netnographic research 
projects of their own.

Readership: Upper level students and 
ethnographic researchers across social 
sciences, in media and cultural studies, anthropology, education, nursing, 
travel and tourism, and others.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526444707 • 472pp

3rd edition • Nov-2019 • £30.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
Eight Approaches for the  
Social Sciences

Margaretha Järvinen, Nanna Mik-Meyer

Helping the reader get to grips with theory 
and apply it to qualitative analysis, the authors 
introduce eight analytical approaches that are 
key to social science research.

Readership: Upper UG, as well as mainly MA 
and PhD students looking to consolidate their 
theoretical grounding of qualitative analysis 
before applying it to their own research

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526465252 • 392pp

1st edition • Mar-2020 • £28.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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DEVELOPING MONITORING 
AND EVALUATION 
FRAMEWORKS
Anne Markiewicz, Ian Patrick

Provides clear, step-by-step guidance on 
how to develop a monitoring and evaluation 
framework in a participatory, logical, 
systematic, and integrated way.

Readership: Postgraduate students and 
researchers across Health Sciences, 
Education and the Social Sciences

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483358338 • 312pp

1st edition • Jul-2015 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

THE PRACTICE OF 
EVALUATION
Partnership Approaches for 
Community Change

Ryan P. Kilmer, James R. Cook

The Practice of Evaluation: Partnership 
Approaches for Community Change provides 
foundational content on evaluation concepts, 
approaches, and methods, as well as applied, 
practical examples, with an emphasis on the 
use of evaluation and partnership approaches 
to effect change.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506368009 • 408pp

1st edition • Jan-2021 • £64.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH & 
EVALUATION METHODS
Integrating Theory and Practice

Michael Quinn Patton

The book that has been a resource and 
training tool for countless researchers and 
students has been completely revised in 
its Fourth Edition with hundreds of new 
examples and stories illuminating all aspects 
of qualitative inquiry and now offers more 
balance between applied research and 
evaluation.

Readership: For students across the social sciences.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Hardcover • 9781412972123 • 832pp

4th edition • Nov-2014 • £115

SAGE Publications, Inc

RESEARCHING SOCIETY 
AND CULTURE
Clive Seale

Written by internationally renowned experts, 
the Fourth Edition provides a complete 
introduction to the research process making it 
the perfect hand-holder for any social science 
student starting a methods course or project.

Readership: Students across the social 
sciences undertaking their first research 
methods course or project

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473947160 • 664pp

4th edition • Jan-2018 • £36.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

THE FOUNDATIONS OF 
SOCIAL RESEARCH
Meaning and Perspective in the 
Research Process

Michael J Crotty

Choosing a research method can be 
bewildering. This book links methodology 
and theory with clarity and precision, showing 
students and researchers how to navigate the 
maze of conflicting terminology.

Readership: Researchers, students and 
professionals in the social and health sciences

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9780761961062 • 256pp

1st edition • Oct-1998 • £32.99

SAGE Publications Ltd

A CONCISE  
INTRODUCTION TO MIXED 
METHODS RESEARCH
John Ward Creswell

This brief overview of mixed-methods 
research takes readers through the essential 
steps in planning and designing a study.

Readership: Students across the social, 
behavioural and health sciences

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483359045 • 152pp

1st edition • Apr-2014 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc
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RASCH MODELS FOR 
SOLVING MEASUREMENT 
PROBLEMS
Invariant Measurement in the  
Social Sciences

George Engelhard, Jr., Jue Wang

This book introduces current perspectives on 
Rasch measurement theory with an emphasis 
on developing Rasch-based scales. Authors 
George Engelhard Jr and Jue Wang introduce 
Rasch measurement theory step by step, with 
chapters on scale construction, evaluation, maintenance, and use. Points 
are illustrated and techniques are demonstrated through an extended 
example: The Food Insecurity Experience (FIE) Scale.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544363028 • 144pp

1st edition • Mar-2021 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

MULTIDIMENSIONAL ITEM  
RESPONSE THEORY
Wes Bonifay

Several decades of psychometric research 
have led to the development of sophisticated 
models for multidimensional test data, and in 
recent years, multidimensional item response 
theory (MIRT) has become a burgeoning 
topic in psychological and educational 
measurement. Considered a cutting-edge 
statistical technique, the methodology 
underlying MIRT can be complex, and 
therefore doesn’t receive much attention 
in introductory IRT courses. However author Wes Bonifay shows how 
MIRT can be understood and applied by anyone with a firm grounding in 
unidimensional IRT modeling. His volume includes practical examples and 
illustrations, along with numerous figures and diagrams. Brief snippets of 
R code are interspersed throughout the text (with the complete R code 
included on an accompanying website) to guide readers in exploring 
MIRT models, estimating the model parameters, generating plots, 
and implementing the various procedures and applications discussed 
throughout the book.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781506384252 • 152pp

1st edition • Jan-2020 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

EFFECTIVE DATA 
VISUALIZATION
The Right Chart for the Right Data

Stephanie D. H. Evergreen

The updated Second Edition of the 
comprehensive how-to guide functions as a 
set of blueprints, supported by research and 
the author’s extensive experience with clients 
in industries all over the world, for conveying 
data in an impactful way.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544350882 • 352pp

2nd edition • May-2019 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

FOCUS GROUPS
A Practical Guide for  
Applied Research

Richard A. Krueger, Mary Anne Casey

The bestselling ‘how to’ guide for doing focus 
groups, and what readers need to do to get an 
expected outcome.

Readership: Students across the social 
sciences

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Spiral • 9781483365244 • 280pp

5th edition • Aug-2014 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

INDIGENOUS RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGIES
Bagele Chilisa

Author Bagele Chilisa updates her 
groundbreaking textbook to give a new 
generation of scholars a crucial foundation in 
indigenous research methodologies.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483333472 • 392pp

2nd edition • Nov-2019 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

SCALE DEVELOPMENT
Theory and Applications

Robert F. DeVellis

This book presents complex concepts in 
a way that helps students to understand 
the logic underlying the creation, use, and 
evaluation of measurement instruments, 
and to develop a more intuitive feel for how 
scales work.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781506341569 • 280pp

4th edition • Apr-2016 • £34.99

SAGE Publications, Inc
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EASY R
Access, Prepare, Visualize, Explore 
Data, and Write Papers

Elizabeth Ann Gohmert, Quan L. Li, 
Douglas Reynolds Wise

Built on the premise that anyone can learn 
to use the R software, this book emphasizes 
using R to do useful things like writing papers 
and reports, creating graphs, and conducting 
simple data analysis.

Subject: Statistical Computing Environments
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544379418 • 192pp

1st edition • Feb-2020 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

PHOTOVOICE FOR  
SOCIAL JUSTICE
Visual Representation in Action

Jean M. Breny, Shannon L. McMorrow

Photovoice for Social Justice helps readers 
in the health and social sciences learn the 
foundations and applications of this exciting 
qualitative method. Written for both students 
and researchers new to photovoice, this 
brief text takes readers from the process 
of conceptualizing and implementing a 
photovoice study to analyzing data, to finally 
presenting the results. The authors provide practical tools for projects such 
as sample consent forms, recruitment flyers, and photo-taking tips.

Subject: Visual Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544355474 • 128pp

1st edition • Mar-2021 • £23.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

BASIC SPSS TUTORIAL
Manfred te Grotenhuis, Anneke Matthijssen

This book provides the very basics for 
understanding SPSS and how to use it when 
analyzing data, and contains a number of 
examples of how to work with Versions 20-23.

Subject: Statistical Computing Environments
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483369419 • 120pp

1st edition • Feb-2015 • £22.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

SURVEY RESEARCH 
METHODS
Floyd J. Fowler, Jr.

Author Floyd Fowler provides students and 
researchers who want to collect, analyze, or 
read about survey data with a sound basis for 
evaluating how each aspect of a survey can 
affect its precision, accuracy, and credibility.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate 
and postgraduate students across the social 
sciences

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781452259000 • 184pp

5th edition • Sep-2013 • £45.99

SAGE Publications, Inc

VISUAL METHODOLOGIES
An Introduction to Researching with 
Visual Materials

Gillian Rose

A new edition of Gillian Rose’s bestselling 
guide to researching the visual. With over 
28,000 copies sold worldwide, it is the go-to 
book for students and researchers across the 
social sciences and humanities.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences and humanities.

Subject: Visual Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473948907 • 456pp

4th edition • Apr-2016 • £39.99

SAGE Publications Ltd
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